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ABSTRACT
With ever-increasing amounts of complex data, we need compelling
ways to distill this information into meaningful, memorable and
engaging insights. Data storytelling is an emerging visualization
paradigm that aims to “tell a story” with data in order to elicit
deeper reflections in an effective manner. However, the effects of
adding a narrative to a visualization on the memorability of the
information remain speculative. Based on a review of related work,
we synthesize a framework of data storytelling principles with con-
crete actions for every principle. We use this framework to design
an online, controlled experiment to test compare traditional data
visualizations with data storytelling visualizations in terms of their
effects on short-term and long-term recall of information displayed
in the visualizations. In general, despite long-held assumptions in
the visualization community, we find no significant differences in
recall between traditional visualizations and data storytelling vi-
sualization. However, we find indications that the cognitive load
induced by different chart types and self-assessed prior knowledge
on the chart topics could possibly have a moderating effect on
information recall.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Human-centered computing → Empirical studies in visu-
alization; Visualization theory, concepts and paradigms; Visual-
ization design and evaluation methods.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Traditional data visualization techniques for displaying raw data in
a concise, graphical, and understandable way to deduce patterns,
trends and general information have been around for decades. How-
ever, with ever-increasing amounts of complex data at our disposal,
we need new and effective means of keeping up with this data
deluge and distilling it into meaningful, memorable and engaging
insights. Data storytelling (DS) is one such approach that allows us
to compile data by telling a ‘story’ with numbers. The underlying
assumption is that by conveying “data not just in numbers or charts,
but as a narrative that humans can comprehend” [18], it is easier
to tap into the emotional and decision-making areas of the brain,
rather than just presenting facts and numbers like traditional data
visualization techniques do [11].

However, researchers have only started to examine the effects
and perceived benefits of data storytelling over traditional data
visualization. While some work has shown indications of a positive
effect of data storytelling visualizations on engagement [40], other
work has shown no meaningful differences in terms of engage-
ment [4, 5] or empathy [21, 25]. The picture on the influence of
data storytelling principles on memorability of the information pre-
sented in the visualization is similarly muddled. One study found
no difference in short-term recall between data storytelling and
traditional visualizations, but data storytelling visualizations with
relevant visual embellishments did seem to fair better in terms of
long-term recall [2]. Despite the lack of empirical evidence, it is
often assumed that applying data storytelling principles increases
memorability and engagement [21]. If we increasingly use data sto-
rytelling visualizations in academic, business, and political contexts
to communicate important information and provide an impact on
the reader, one important criteria is that readers are also able to
recall the key information in those visualizations. It is therefore
important to more thoroughly investigate the effects that data sto-
rytelling visualizations can have on readers’ recall of important
information.

In this paper, we take another step towards determining the
influence of data storytelling principles on the memorability (or
recall) of information presented in visualizations. Based on a review
of related work, we synthesize a framework of data storytelling
principles with concrete actions for every principle. We then use
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this framework to design and conduct an online, controlled ex-
periment to test compare traditional data visualizations with data
storytelling visualizations in terms of their effects on short-term
and long-term recall of information displayed in the visualizations.
In our experiment, we focus on one of the most popular types: data
visualizations annotated with narrative elements. Our setup enables
us to answer the following research questions:

RQ1 How do data storytelling visualizations relate to tradi-
tional data visualizations and which principles characterize
both techniques?

RQ2 How does the application of data storytelling principles to
data visualization influence short-term recall of information?

RQ3 How does the application of data storytelling principles to
data visualization influence long-term recall of information?

In general, despite long-held assumptions in the visualization
community, we find no significant differences in short- or long-
term recall between traditional visualizations and data storytelling
visualization. However, we find indications that the cognitive load
induced by different chart types and self-assessed prior knowledge
on the chart topics could possibly have a moderating effect on
information recall.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We review the
related work on data visualization, data storytelling and their per-
ceived effects on the next section. In Section 3, we present a frame-
work of principles for producing data storytelling visualizations
along with concrete actions, and contrast it with traditional data
visualization principles. Sections 4 and 5 describe respectively the
methodology and results of our online, controlled experiment. We
discuss our findings and conclude in Section 6.

2 BACKGROUND
2.1 Data visualization
According to Tufte [36], visualization is a means to visually present
measured quantities with specific visual elements e.g. lines, shapes,
colors, words, symbols and similar. Traditional visualizations in-
clude (but are not limited to) line charts, pie charts, bar charts, area
charts, bubble charts, scatter plots, tree maps, heat maps. Tufte
introduced the term graphical excellence when talking about graph-
ical displays to communicate complex ideas or data in a precise,
clear and efficient manner. Later, Tufte [37] also coined the term
‘data-ink ratio’, which is the proportion of ink that is used to present
actual data compared to the total amount of ink (or pixels) used in
the entire display. He argued that the data-ink ratio should be as
high as possible to facilitate better understanding of the visualiza-
tion. While Tufte’s approach of creating visualizations is considered
“purist, traditional” and is still used to this day [30], there is also
growing body of work that argues against his minimalist princi-
ples [2, 16, 30].

Data visualization is the research field that is focused on visu-
ally representing various types of data, and is strongly related to
information visualization. It extends the traditional approach to
visualizing data so it is more approachable and supports communi-
cation to broader audiences [13, 29]. There is no exact consensus

on what constitutes data and information visualization 1. Even
though the term was originally coined by Robertson et al. [29],
some researchers even consider Tufte as one one of its disciples.

Other seminal work in the field of (data) visualization includes
the work by Cleveland and McGill [9] on how easily we can visu-
ally decode information from different visualization types. They
compared different visualizations on their potential to effectively
communicate data to readers. Among other things, they found that
it is easier for people to decode data visualizations based on position
along common scales than by using shading or color saturation.
Later, this work was replicated and confirmed by Heer and Bostock
[15] on a larger scale using crowdsourcing.

2.2 Data storytelling
Data storytelling is a more recent visualization paradigm that aims
to combine a narrative with data in order to “tell a story” and elicit
deeper reflections on the data the visualization represents [8, 19].
As argued by Chatman [7] and Zhang [38], narratives consist of
two parts: (1) the story, which is shown in the narrative; and (2) the
discourse, or how a narrative is shown. The story is further subdi-
vided into two topics: events (actions, happenings) and existents. In
simpler terms, the story is the what in a narrative that is depicted,
the discourse is how.

Linking more ‘traditional’ data visualization approaches and
storytelling was an idea coined by Knaflic [19]. He argued that,
while data itself can be hard to understand, within it there is a
story that one can bring up to life in order to communicate the
core conclusions represented by a visualization more efficiently. In
turn, this could support more efficient decision-making. Ryan [32],
another proponent of data storytelling, described to this approach
as information compression: smashing complicated information into
manageable pieces by focusing on what is most important and then
pretending it is whole and bound entirely within the visualization(s)
used to illustrate the message.

According to a study by Nowak et al. [26], using narrative tech-
niques to tell the data story also appears to pay off. In their study,
they asked participants to describe both visualizations with data
storytelling elements and more traditional visualizations. The de-
scriptions of the data storytelling visualizations tended to resemble
the intended narrative, while the descriptions of traditional vi-
sualization focused more on decoding and usability flaws in the
visualizations, suggesting that narrative techniques work and are
helpful in getting the message across.

Segel and Heer [33] argued that most visualization tools aim to
produce visualizations for exploration and analysis only, thereby
leaving it to the reader to find the story behind the graphic. They
analyzed a large number of visualizations in the context of online
journalism and defined three distinct features of this visual design
space features: genre, visual narrative tactics and narrative structure
tactics. In addition, based on their analysis they also proposed three
common types of storytelling approaches: the martini glass struc-
ture, the interactive slideshow and the drill-down story. Another
systematic analysis was performed by Hullman and Diakopoulos
[17], who introduced their visualization rhetoric framework. They

1We will treat data visualization and information visualization as identical concepts in
the rest of this paper.
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analyzed which visual design tactics can result in the addition or re-
move of information, along with how these design choices changes
the rhetoric of a visualization.

Data storytelling principles have been applied successfully in
different domains. For instance, Thöny et al. [35] describe how the
application of data storytelling principles to geographic visualiza-
tion systems can help to better guide the audience and expand the
accessibility of the information in these systems to a more general
audience [22, 39]. In the field of journalism, data storytelling prin-
ciples have also been applied successfully [27] as well as analyzed
systemically in order to determine what makes an award-winning
data story [24].

2.3 Effects of data storytelling
Only in recent years have researchers started to examine the effects
of data storytelling over traditional data visualization on different
constructs, such as engagement, empathy, and recall.

Engagement. Boy et al. [5] evaluated the impact of using narra-
tive visualization techniques and storytelling on engagement with
exploratory information visualizations. They conducted three web-
based field experiments on a popular news outlet and on a popular
visualization gallery website. Contrary to their expectations, nar-
rative visualization techniques were not found to increase user
engagement with exploratory visualizations [4, 5]. Zhao et al. [40]
investigated the effectiveness of the comic strip narrative style for
data-driven storytelling. They focused in particular on the partition-
ing (i.e., chunking complex visuals into manageable pieces) and the
sequence of visualizations (i.e., organizing them into a meaningful
order). Through a qualitative study, they found that the data comic
format did increase engagement with and perceived usability of
the visualizations.

Empathy. Liem et al. [21] examined the influence of data story-
telling visualizations on another construct: empathy (or prosociality)
in an immigration context. They compared three different visual-
izations: (1) personal visual narratives designed to evoke empathy;
(2) structured visual narratives about groups of people; and (3) a
traditional data visualization without narrative elements. They com-
pared these three conditions in two crowdsourcing studies on the
participants’ attitudes towards immigration, but found no evidence
that the two data storytelling conditions elicited more positive atti-
tudes towards immigration than the traditional data visualization.
Their work confirmed the findings Boy et al. [6], who compared
anthropomorphized embellishments to standard embellishment for
narrative visualizations and found a similar lack of influence on
empathy. These findings were confirmed by Morais et al. [25], who
tested an information-rich anthropomorphized data storytelling
visualization against a simple bar chart in a crowdsourcing study
and asked participants to donate hypothetical money. They found
a similarly small effect on empathy.

Recall. In the visualization community, data storytelling is of-
ten assumed to increase memorability and, as a result, recall of
information [21]. Storytelling in general has been shown to have
an impact on information recall. Bower and Clark [3] tested the
recall of words embedded in stories versus recall from a random
list of words and found that participants who constructed stories

remembered six to seven times more words than participants in
the list condition. In a related experiment, Heath and Heath [14,
pp. 42-44] asked students to give short presentations on crime sta-
tistics and asked them afterwards to write down everything they
could remember from the speeches. They found that while 63% of
students remembered the stories associated with statistics, only 5%
could remember an individual statistic.

Bateman et al. [2] investigated the influence of visual embellish-
ments, such as color enhancements, textual pointers and explana-
tions, on both short and long-term recall of information, and com-
pared this to the ‘minimal’ visualization style advocated by Tufte
[36]. Bateman et al. [2] found that therewere no differences between
the two conditions in terms of short-term recall—immediately after
examining the visualizations. However, after two to three weeks,
participants recalled the charts with visual embellishments signifi-
cantly better. Messages beyond the written text were significantly
more often received in the condition with visual embellishments,
and participants also found such charts more attractive, enjoyable,
and easier to read and remember [2]. Li andMoacdieh [20] extended
the work by Bateman et al. [2] by applying time limits to examining
the visualizations. They found that both time limits and chart type
significantly affected short-term recall performance. Chart type
was also found to affect the time participants needed to review
them as charts with visual embellishments required less time to
review them [20]. This was later confirmed by Ragan et al. [28],
who also discovered that it was the visual embellishments that
were directly related to the data which improved recall, whereas
unrelated visuals had the opposite effect.

Visual embellishments can contribute to weaving a narrative
into a visualization, but this is not required. In contrast to the work
by Bateman et al. [2]—which did not focus on data storytelling—we
specifically focus on data storytelling visualizations and compare
them to traditional data visualizations in order to determine the
effect of the presence of a narrative on recall.

3 A FRAMEWORK OF DATA STORYTELLING
PRINCIPLES

In order to reliably examine the effects of data storytelling visu-
alizations on recall as compared to traditional data visualizations,
we need a reproducible approach for generating data storytelling
visualizations. A handful of researchers have come up with different
guides—suited to different domains and usage contexts—on how to
generate high-quality data visualizations, and how to effectively add
a narrative to these visualizations. Our starting point in producing
a framework for producing data storytelling visualizations was the
work by Knaflic [19], Ryan [31], Segel and Heer [33], Hullman and
Diakopoulos [17], Bach et al. [1], and Echeverria et al. [12], from
which we collected a variety of of visualization and storytelling
principles.

After merging similar principles, we devised a combined model
of the principles behind both traditional data visualizations and
data storytelling visualizations, which is shown in Figure 1a. It
shows that while the initial stages of the two approaches are simi-
lar, they start diverging at the principle Eliminate the clutter. At this
step, eliminating clutter for data storytelling visualizations explic-
itly means removing all unnecessary, non-data related information
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– Find data 

Concrete actionsPhases

Explore the data
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– Clean data 
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visualization

Facilitate the 
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Data storytelling

Understand the 
context

Aggregate & 
summarize data

Apply a visual

Eliminate clu!er

Direct a!ention

(a) Principles of DV and DS (b) Data storytelling framework

Figure 1: Figure 1a (left) shows the where the principles behind creating traditional data visualizations vs. data storytelling
visualizations are the same and where they diverge. Figure 1b (right) shows our framework for creating data storytelling
visualizations as synthesized from the literature.

completely—tick marks, labels, grids and other to minimize the cog-
nitive load to the minimum. However, for traditional visualizations,
such ‘drastic’ measures need not always be applied. If there is no
message or outcome explicitly stated, traditional visualizations still
require ‘background’ information such as axis labels, the legend,
and a grid with corresponding values for the user to be able to
explore each data value. Nevertheless, for traditional data visual-
izations these also tend to be edited to minimize the cognitive load,
such as by choosing a simple background grid, or by adjusting the
breaks for numeric values on the axes.

After their divergence, the next stage in creating a data story-
telling visualization is to direct attention to specific data points
or trends rather than explicitly displaying the whole dataset. In
contrast, the last stage of traditional data visualization is to apply
aesthetics, which includes choosing appropriate colors, readable
fonts, or general stylistic themes. This stylization is also a part of
data storytelling visualization, but more for the purpose of drawing
attention to certain data points by, for instance, intensifying the
color of important points while attenuating non-focal (yet neces-
sary) data points.

Finally, in data storytelling visualizations we need to facilitate
the narrative by adding narrative elements. This is a core princi-
ple of data storytelling: creating a story by explaining the trends
with insights or by highlighting clear outcomes in titles or other
annotations. This guided explanation of the data is in contrast to
traditional visualizations, which requires readers to explore the
visualization on their own and draw their own conclusions.

To facilitate the reproducible generation of data storytelling
visualizations, we expanded on each principle in Figure 1a by listing

concrete actions to be taken in that stage. The complete framework
for generating data storytelling visualizations is shown in Figure 1b.
We furthermore grouped the principles together into three main
phases, resulting in a framework with three levels:

(1) Phases reflect the thematic focus of the principles they com-
prise and are three-fold: Explore the data, Craft the visualiza-
tion and Tell the story.

(2) Principles represent the individual steps needed to reach
the final visualization, which include (1) Understand the con-
text, (2) Aggregate & summarize the data, (3) Apply a visual,
(4) Eliminate clutter, (5) Direct the attention, and (6) Facilitate
the narrative.

(3) Concrete actions further elaborate on the principles. These
actions should be understood as measures to take only if
applicable. Whether an action is required, depends on the
data, domain, context, and the desired outcome.

We applied our own framework to produce the visualizations
used in online, controlled experiment, which will be described in
more detail in the next section.

4 METHODOLOGY
4.1 Design
In order to test the influence of data storytelling visualization vs.
traditional data visualization on recall, we designed a controlled
experiment where we manipulated a single independent variable:
visualization type with traditional data visualization (DV, condi-
tion 1) and data storytelling visualization (DS, condition 2) as its
two conditions. Our dependent variables were the short-term and
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Random  
assignment Post-experiment 

test
Pre-experiment  
questionnaireSample

Randomization

Condition 2: Data storytelling visualizations

Randomization

Condition 1: Traditional data visualizations

Task 3

DS 3 Post-task 
test 3

Task 2

DV 2 Post-task 
test 2

Task 3

DV 3 Post-task 
test 3

Task 1

DV 1 Post-task 
test 1

Task 1

DS 1 Post-task 
test 1

Task 2

DS 2 Post-task 
test 2

One-week 
delay

Figure 2: Illustration of our between-group design with two conditions (traditional data visualization vs. data storytelling
visualizations). After a pre-experiment questionnaire, participants are randomly assigned to one of these two conditions. All
participants are presented with three different visualizations in randomized order and tested on their short-term recall of the
information in these visualizations. After a one-week delay, participants are tested on their (long-term) recall once more.

long-term recall of the information contained in these visualizations
We chose a between-group design, because we expected a strong
learning effect if participants were to be shown both a DS and DV
visualization on the same topic. It is very likely that information
learned from the first visualization is simply reinforced when view-
ing the second visualization, making it impossible to accurately
measure information recall after the second visualization.

After being surveyed on their pre-existing knowledge about the
three visualization topics, each participant was randomly assigned
to either the DS or DV condition and shown three different visual-
izations from that condition in random order, as shown in Figure 2.
Section 4.2.1 describes which topics we selected and howwe created
two different types of visualizations for each topic.

After each of these three visualization tasks, participants were
presented with a post-task questionnaire containing five questions
designed to test their immediate, short-term recall of the informa-
tion included in the preceding visualization. To test the partici-
pants’ long-term recall, participants were sent a follow-up message
one week after completing the main experiment inviting them to
complete the post-experiment test of their knowledge of the three
visualization topics, This one-week interval between the two tests
was chosen based on related work [2, 20, 28].

We believe this study design allows us to compare DS and DV vi-
sualizations based on the recall of the information therein contained,
both immediately after and after a delay period. While the authors’
home university only has an Institutional Review Board available
for medical studies, we had a senior faculty member review the
study design and propose changes where necessary.

4.2 Materials and Equipment
Due to Covid-19 restrictions, we conducted our experiment online.
We used Gorilla2, an online platform for designing and conducting
experiments. Participant recruitment took place using Prolific3, an

2http://gorilla.sc/
3https://www.prolific.co/

online participant recruitment platform. Both services can be con-
nected so that participants recruited on Prolific are automatically
sent to the linked online experiment on Gorilla. A reminder was
automatically sent from Gorilla through Profilic to participants one
week after they completed the initial experiment.

4.2.1 Visualization development. We used different tools for devel-
oping the three DS and DV visualizations in each condition. R was
used to develop the baseline DV visualizations for three different
topics, after which Sketch4, a vector graphics editor, was used to
edit the visualizations and add the narrative elements necessary to
transform them into DS visualizations.

We selected three different datasets to create our three visualiza-
tions and created two variants of each visualization, one for each
condition. Both the DV and DS visualizations are about the same
topic and provide the same information, with the DS visualization
being a narrative modification of the baseline DV visualization. We
purposely selected topics that the general public can be expected
not to have any does prior knowledge of so as to avoid introducing
bias to our results. If many participants already know about topic
X, then it becomes impossible to separate prior knowledge from
knowledge acquired by studying the visualization.

Men’s voices in pop music. The dataset for the first visualizations
originated on a journalism site called The Pudding. The original
dataset5 contains data about the changes in the pitch ofmale singing
voices over time. We used this dataset to show how the pitch range
of male singers has changed over the past six decades and to dis-
prove the the claim that it seems that nowadays male singers are
singing “higher than ever before” [34]. Figure 3 shows the baseline
DV visualization (left) created based on this dataset by following
the principles outlined in Figure 1 as well as the DS visualization
(right) created based on this baseline visualization. We created a
line chart to show the change in pitch over time and combined it
with a scatterplot for the top-10 hits.
4http://www.sketch.com/
5https://github.com/the-pudding/data/tree/master/names-in-songs
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Is there an issue in the United States with unsolved homicide cases?  
A look at 47 of the largest cities between 2012-2017

On average, police were able to make an arrest in 50 percent of urban homicides. 
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Figure 3: Overview of the three visualization sets used in our experiment. Traditional data visualization (left) and data story-
telling visualization (right) are shown forMen’s voices in pop music (top), Unsolved US homicides (middle) and Costs of a night
out (bottom).

Unsolved US homicides. In an investigative story published by
the Washington Post, Mellnik et al. [23] provided insights into the
status quo on unsolved homicides in the US. The authors used data
from nearly 55,000 homicides between 2012 and 2017. The data
included the location of the murder, whether an arrest was made
and basic demographic information about each victim. We decided
to summarize the dataset6 by creating a map-based visualization
which—for the 50 largest American cities—displays the relative
frequency of solved homicide cases using different-sized circles.

6https://github.com/washingtonpost/data-homicides/

Costs of a night out. The last dataset used in our controlled ex-
periment is about the costs of a night out in different cities across
the world. The dataset7 was used to display a grouped horizontal
bar chart of a list of cities and the average prices of going out on
both a party night and a date night.

4.3 Participants
We used purposive sampling to recruit the participants for our study
using Prolific. Prolific allowed us to establish certain pre-screening
7https://data.world/makeovermonday/2018w48
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criteria which emerged out of necessity due to the nature of the
three visualization pairs we developed. We recruited participants
who met the following requirements:

• Education level. Participants had to have a bachelor degree
or higher.

• Nationality. US citizens were excluded because they were
more likely to have prior knowledge about the US homicide
visualizations.

• Vision. The visualizations we developed were not entirely
suitable for people suffering from color blindness, so these
were removed from consideration.

• Language fluency. In order to understand our instructions,
question and labels in the visualizations, participants were
required to be fluent in English.

We are aware that especially the first two requirements could
hurt the generalizability of our findings. Apart from participants
having to be 18 or older to be able to participate through Prolific,
we did not adopt any age-related recruitment criteria, because we
are not aware of any work that has shown a meaningful influence
of age of how people interpret data visualizations.

We recruited 130 participants in total. Based on pre-screening
using our pre-experiment questionnaire (described in more detail
in Section 4.4.1), 24 participants were excluded, because they were
too knowledgable about at least one of the three topics. Another
12 participants were dropped from the dataset, because they did
not complete the post-experiment questionnaire to complete the
entire experiment. Of the remaining 94 participants, 44 were ran-
domly assigned to the DV condition and 50 to the DS condition. All
participants were financially compensated for their time according
to the guidelines provided by Prolific. Our final sample contained
participants from various nationalities, which Portugal (n = 26),
Poland (n = 13), and Italy (n = 11) making up the biggest groups.
Participants’s gender was distributed fairly equally with 44 female
and 50 male participants. Our participants’ ages ranged from 19
to 56 years old with an average age of 29. We found no signifi-
cant differences in recall performance based on these demographic
characteristics.

4.4 Procedure
4.4.1 Pre-experiment questionnaire. After agreeing to participate
in our experiment on Prolific, participants were informed about
the purpose, structure, and duration of the study. They were then
directed to the online experiment on Gorilla and asked to sign a
consent form. All participants were automatically anonymized by
Prolific and only entered into Gorilla with a user ID. In the first
step, the pre-test questionnaire, participants were asked to answer
three Likert-scale questions about their prior knowledge about the
three visualization topics.

4.4.2 Post-task tests. As shown in Figure 2, participants were ran-
domly assigned to one of the two conditions after completing the
pre-test questionnaire. Each condition consisted of three tasks, cor-
responding to the three visualizations described in Section 4.2.1,
with the tasks assigned in random order. After each of these three
visualization tasks, participants were presented with a post-task
test of their knowledge of the visualization. For each of the three

topics, the same post-task test questionnaires were used, regardless
of the condition.

The post-task questionnaires containing five questions designed
to test their short-term recall of the information included in the
preceding visualization, four of which were forced-choice questions
about important elements of the visualization [10]. An example
question for the bottom visualizations in Figure 3 is “Is the following
statement true or false: In general, across all cities, it is more expensive
to go on a date night than to go to a party?”8. When formulating
these questions, we made sure that none of them could only be
answered using the information from the narrative elements in
the DS visualizations. Each post-task test concluded with an open
question on each topic asking the participant to write down any
additional pieces of information they could remember about the
preceding visualization. These open questions were intended in
order to examine any additional information that participant could
recall, but was not tested in the forced-choice questions. Answers
to the open questions were analyzed thematically.

After completing the three tasks, participants were directed back
to Prolific. Participants were then told that the second part of the
experiment would take place in seven days. To ensure that the
they would come back to complete the second part of the experi-
ment, participants were only paid after completing both parts of
the experiment.

4.4.3 Post-experiment test. After one week, all participants re-
ceived a notification through Prolific asking them to head back
to Gorilla to complete the post-experiment test questionnaire. This
questionnaire consisted of four forced-choice questions targeting
the same visualization facts as the post-task questionnaires in the
main experiment. However, to avoid easy recognition of their pre-
vious answers, we paraphrased each question and their answer
options. We also concluded the post-experiment test questionnaire
with an open question. Finally, participants were redirected to Pro-
lific for the final time and reimbursed for their participation.

5 RESULTS & ANALYSIS
5.1 Short-term recall
We first compare our two conditions—traditional data visualization
(DV) and data storytelling (DS)—on their effects on immediate,
short-term recall. Each correctly answered forced-choice question
was awarded with one point. With three tasks and four questions
per task, this meant that participants could score between 0 and 12
points on their short-term recall test.

Recall performance of our participants was relatively high for
both conditions. DS visualization resulted in the highest scores
(M = 9.74, SD = 1.85), but the traditional DV condition was close
in performance (M = 9.48, SD = 1.71). well as for the DS condi-
tion, as also shown in Figure 4a. In order to test for a significant
difference between the mean scores, we first checked both score
distributions for normality. Both Q-Q plots and the Shapiro-Wilk
test for normality indicated that the scores in both the DV condition
(W (44) = .89, p < .001) and the DS condition were not normally

8A complete list of both the post-task and post-experiment questions along with other
relevant data can be found at https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.5821922.
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Figure 4: Short- and long-term recall performance in our two conditions for (a) all three tasks combined, (b) men’s voices in
pop music, (c) unsolved US homicides, and (d) costs of a night out.

distributed (W (50) = .89, p < .001). As a result, we used the Mann-
WhitneyU test to test for significant differences between the two
conditions. Short-term recall scores summed over all three tasks
combined were higher in the DS condition (mean rank = 49.97) than
in the DV condition (mean rank = 44.69). However, a Mann-Whitney
U test revealed that this difference was not statistically significant
(U (NDV = 44, NDS = 50) = 1223.5, z = 0.96, p = .34).

Next, we examined the short-term recall score differences for
each task separately, which are shown in Figure 4b-d. For Men’s
voices in pop music, participants in the DS condition scored better on
recall, but this difference was not significant (U (NDV = 44, NDS =

50) = 1248, z = 1.21, p = 0.23). Perhaps surprisingly, the traditional
data visualization for Unsolved US homicides outperformed the DS
visualization, but this difference was also not significant (U (NDV =

44, NDS = 50) = 875, z = 1.84, p = 0.07). However, for the Costs of a
night out task, we do find that short-term recall performance in the
DS condition (mean rank = 55.90) was significantly higher than in
the DV condition (mean rank = 37.95) according to a Mann-Whitney
U test (U (NDV = 44, NDS = 50) = 1520.0, z = 3.46, p < .001).

5.2 Long-term recall
Calculating long-term recall performance on the post-experiment
questionnaire was done in the same way as for short-term recall
with a score range of 0 to 12 points. In general, overall recall perfor-
mance dropped for both conditions after a week, with the difference
between the two conditions becoming bigger. However, the same
patterns present for short-term recall were also present for long-
term recall. The DS visualizations (M = 8.08, SD = 2.01) again
resulted in the higher scores than the traditional DV condition
(M = 7.52, SD = 1.66). well as for the DS condition, as also shown
in Figure 4a.

Long-term recall scores were also not normally distributed, so we
used a Mann-WhitneyU test again to test for significant differences
between the conditions. Long-term recall scores aggregated over all
three tasks were higher in the DS condition (mean rank = 51.03) than
in the DV condition (mean rank = 43.49). However, this difference
was again not statistically significant (U (NDV = 44, NDS = 50) =
1276.5, z = 1.35, p = .17).

Examining the long-term recall score differences for each indi-
vidual visualization task (Figure 4b-d) showed the same patterns
as for short-term recall. For Men’s voices in pop music, participants
in the DS condition scored better on recall, but this difference was
not significant (U (NDV = 44, NDS = 50) = 1211, z = 0.89, p = 0.38).
Again, the traditional data visualization for Unsolved US homicides
outperformed the DS visualization, but this was also not significant
(U (NDV = 44, NDS = 50) = 985, z = 0.89, p = 0.37). For the Costs
of a night out task, long-term recall performance was significantly
higher in the DS condition (mean rank = 55.92) than in the DV
condition (mean rank = 37.93) according to a Mann-WhitneyU test
(U (NDV = 44, NDS = 50) = 1521.0, z = 3.45, p < .001).

5.3 Delay effects
Unsurprisingly, recall performance worsens after a week across
conditions and tasks, as visible in all subcharts in Figure 4. We
performed Wilcoxon signed-rank tests to determine whether this
drop-off was significant, separated by condition. For the DV con-
dition, the drop-off in recall performance after a week was indeed
statistically significant according to a Wilcoxon signed-rank test
(N = 44, z = 5.18, p < 0.001). For the DS condition, this difference
was also significant (N = 50, z = 5.13, p < 0.001). The drop-off
in recall performance is also significant for each of the three indi-
vidual tasks, as shown in Figure 4. This suggests that our choice
to separate short-term and long-term recall by a week was long
enough to observe a significant drop in recall performance.

Another relevant question is whether the gap between the two
conditions widens after a week or whether it stays the same. The dif-
ference between short-term and long-term recall is indeed smaller
for the DS condition (MDS = 1.66, SD = 1.66) than for the DV
condition (MDV = 1.95, SD = 1.74), which suggests that data story
telling visualizations could mitigate the effects of memory attenua-
tion better than traditional visualizations. However, this difference
was not statistically significant according to a Mann-Whitney U
testU (NDV = 44, NDS = 50) = 1012.5, z = 0.67, p = 0.50).

5.4 Influence of prior knowledge
Even though we filtered out participants that were too knowl-
edgable about at least one of the three topics according to their
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self-assessment in the pre-experiment questionnaire, prior knowl-
edge may still influence recall performance. Prior knowledge about
a topic, even a little, could be reinforced upon seeing a visualization,
which could make it easier to recall information from the visual-
ization. To examine the possible influence of prior knowledge, we
correlated their self-assessed knowledge about a task topic and the
short-term recall scores they achieved. We further split our analysis
by experimental condition and used Spearman’s ρ as our correlation
coefficient. ForMen’s voices in pop music and Unsolved US homicides,
there was no significant correlation between prior knowledge and
short-term recall score. On the Costs of a night out task, there was a
significant, moderately negative correlation between self-assessed
prior knowledge and short-term recall after being exposed to the
traditional data visualization (ρ(44) = −0.34, p < .05). This sug-
gests that people who thought they knew more about the costs of a
night in different cities around the world performed worse on the
recall test. However, in the data storytelling condition, there was
no significant correlation between prior knowledge and short-term
recall performance (ρ(50) = −0.13, p = .34). The discrepancy be-
tween prior knowledge and short-term recall scores may be due
to incorrect preconceptions about costs being harder to dislodge,
perhaps because people had different cities in mind when assessing
their prior knowledge. Perhaps the presence of narrative elements
in the DS condition is enough to do away with these misconcep-
tions, where the baseline DV visualization is not able to succeed in
this.

6 DISCUSSION & CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we presented the results of an online, controlled
experiment designed to compare traditional data visualizations
with data storytelling visualizations in terms of their effects on
short-term and long-term recall of information displayed in the
visualizations.

We did not find any significant differences in either short-term
or long-term recall between our two experimental conditions, even
though in general average recall scores were higher after being
exposed to data storytelling visualizations, both immediately after
completing the tasks and after a delay period of one week. This
means we cannot confirm assumptions held by parts of the data
visualization community that data storytelling has a positive effect
on recall of information [21].

When drilling down into the three different visualization tasks,
we do find indications that chart type has a moderating influence
on the effects of including narrative elements on top of a baseline
visualization. For our Costs of a night out task, where the baseline
visualization was a bar chart, recall performance was significantly
higher in the data storytelling condition. In the case of Men’s voices
in pop music, where the baseline visualization was combination
of a line chart and a scatterplot, the DS condition also saw higher
recall scores, but not significantly so. However, for the Unsolved
US homicides—a map visualization combined with proportional
circular areas—adding narrative elements appeared to decrease
recall performance, albeit not significantly so. Earlier work by Heer
and Bostock [15] and Cleveland and McGill [9] has shown that
chart types differ in the cognitive load they invoke when reading
and decoding them, and we believe this is a plausible explanation

for our results. According Heer and Bostock [15], bar charts are the
easiest charts to decode, followed by line charts, with circular area
comparisons being significantly more difficult to decode. Adding
narrative elements to a chart is likely to increase the cognitive
effort required to process the visualization. If too much effort has
to go into decoding the baseline visualization, then adding an extra
narrative layer on top could simply overload the reader and hurt
recall performance. While the influence of cognitive effort on recall
remains conjectural at this point, the work by Heer and Bostock
[15] and Cleveland and McGill [9] makes it a plausible explanation
that merits further study.

Another possible influence on recall performance could be the
personal relevance of the visualization’s topic for the participant—it
is possible that reading about the Costs of a night out in different
cities was simply more interesting to participants than the other
topics, resulting in higher scores. Finally, one could also argue that
by adding a narrative to the visualization, cognitive effort is reduced,
because the reader does not have to extract the key findings from
the visualizations on their own anymore. At any rate, more work is
needed to better tease apart the influence of chart type and narrative
elements on recall.

When considering the difference between short-term and long-
term recall, we found that for all tasks and conditions there was a
significant drop-off in recall performance. Without reinforcement
of the information presented in the visualizations, this is to be ex-
pected. The drop-off in performance was steeper for the traditional
data visualizations than for the data storytelling condition, which
could suggest that narrative embellishments could help mitigate
memory attenuation better than only the baseline visualizations.
However, this difference was not significant; perhaps a longer delay
period would have shown an even stronger effect. In their work,
Bateman et al. [2] used a delay period of 2-3 weeks and they did find
a significant difference in long-term recall (but not in short-term
recall). However, they focused only on visual embellishments and
had a different experimental setup, so their results are not directly
comparable.

Finally, while in most cases prior knowledge of a topic did not
seem to have an influence on recall performance, the picture is
not completely clear. For visualizations that are less cognitively
demanding, there is a chance that narrative elements could be more
successful in correcting incorrect prior held beliefs. However, more
focused work is needed to be able to draw any strong conclusions
about this potential relationship.

6.1 Future work
There are many fruitful avenues of future work that follow from
our experimental findings, foremost being the possible relationship
between chart type complexity and data storytelling. We found
sufficient indications that chart types that required more cognitive
effort to decode did not benefit from adding narrative elements
to them. However, we only compared three different chart types,
so our results are far from conclusive. Future work should look
into using the work by Heer and Bostock [15] to select more and
more different chart categories by cognitive load and then examine
the benefits of data storytelling for each of them. It would also
be interesting to examine whether a chart’s cognitive load has
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an impact on engagement, empathy or other attributes. Explicitly
measuring cognitive load and modeling it as a dependent variable
would also be a useful next step.

Future studies should also consider the influence of motivation
for participating in studies like ours, as also argued by Knaflic [19].
Our participants received a monetary reimbursement, but placing
the study in a different context could lead to more valid results.
One such example could be situating it in a learning environment,
where the motivation is to achieve certain learning goals. In general,
prior interest in a topic—as opposed to prior knowledge—could also
influence people’s performance and should be measured in future
experiments. Including the participants’ cultural background could
also be prudent, as previous research has indicated that the cultural
context can affect visualization perception [17].

When producing our data visualizations, we were guided by our
framework of data storytelling principles synthesized from related
work. However, we limited our data storytelling style to the so-
called ‘Martini Glass’ structure [33]. Other narrative storytelling
styles could potentially lead to different results.

6.2 Conclusions
While more work needs to be done, through our framework of data
storytelling principles and the findings from our online, controlled
experiments, we have taken a solid next step towards examining
the influence of data storytelling visualizations on the recall of
information highlighted in those visualizations.
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